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Experience
   Area Suena was created in 2009 as a result of the business 
concern of a group of professionals with extensive formation and 
experience in the engineering, sound, music and computing areas. 
Since the begining, our purpose have been constantly introducing 
world-class brand new profesional audio technologies to the spanish 
sound engeniers and producers.
      Nowadays, AreaSuena is one of the most prominent and con-
solited professional audio equipment distributors and system integra-
tors for the audiovisual sectors, sound recording studios for film, 
music, post-production, dubbing studios and in the Broadcast 
market.
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   Our integration historical includes many works for the main Spa-
nish Broadcasters and all kind of recording studios, due to which our 
positioning in the audio scene is something we are realy proud of.
   Furthermore, colaboration with Universities and Institutes is key 
for us we strongly believe they are the main engine for industry’s 
future and a esential part of the profesional market, specialy for in-
troducing new products

Our main customers

Identity
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Our main brands

   Our distribution style consists in protecting and cairing our pro-
ducts, as we deeply believe on them so that we just sell them ho-
nestly. From a small demo "one to one" to a public international 
audio trade show, we take care of every aspect.
  We were pioneers bringing to Spain products like the Euphonix 
consoles (developer of the renowed Eucon), as well as the firsts 
Dolby E encode/decode softwares of Minnetonka Audio.
   We area also the most certificated Avid distributors: ACSR 
(Avid Certified Support Representative) and certified instructors ACI 
(Avid ProTools Certified Instructors) as well. 
   As a top-class distribution company we care not only about 
marketing but also about every technical aspect of our products and 
teach them to every customer.

Honesty
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Innovation

Modeling Tech. digitalization
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  We always seek new technologies to bet for. It is important to 
keep our customers gear updated and we take the responsibilty to 
show them the convenience of adding any new asset that may op-
timize their workflow and profitability.

Our everyday language



Trust
   Our staff includes Support Specialists and Specialized Techni-
cians with many years of experience in all types of audiovisual 
systems, all the necessary tools and technical resources, as well 
as the invaluable support of manufacturers to efficiently develop 
and carry out any project of engineering of any size and comple-
xity.
  More than 10 years after creating the company, we keep on 
growing side by side with our customers and following our main 
purpose: 

Keep spanish professional audio at world-class level.
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info@areasuena.com
Collado Villalba, Madrid, SPAIN

+34 918515633


